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#TimeForAction: IKI @ COP25
At COP25, participants could experience climate protection in #action – at
over 75 events related to IKI. Whether panel discussions or exhibitions: In
Madrid, IKI was able to show its diversity and launched numerous new
initiatives: from Power-to-X-Secretariat to Nature Based Solutions and Gender
Equality to Sustainable Land Use and Farming.
We would like to thank all IKI implementing organisations for their commitment
to the COP25 and their IKI projects and are looking forward to continued
successful cooperation in 2020.
READ MORE

NEWS
New IKI Small Grants Programme
IKI started a new support programme for local
small-scale projects in developing countries. The
first call for proposals for the IKI Small Grants
scheme was launched at COP25 and closes on 5
March 2020.
READ MORE

Final talks on IKI Country Calls
During COP25, final talks on IKI country calls were
held with Vietnam, Indonesia and Thailand. These
three country-specific selection procedures will be
published on the IKI website next week.
READ MORE

Funding for Nature-based Solutions
The BMU is increasing its financial commitments
for Ecosystem-based Adaptation by around 60
million euros. Three new programmes will
strengthen this focus of the International Climate
Initiative (IKI).
READ MORE

IKI Thematic Call launched
IKI launched its current thematic oriented selection
procedure at COP25 with a panel discussion at the
German Pavilion. Programme outlines can be
submitted until 19 March 2020.
READ MORE

Building with Nature
With the impacts of climate change growing, Asia’s
coastal areas are increasingly vulnerable to
disasters. At COP25 this IKI project showed how
ecosystem restoration is helping Indonesia
become a pioneer in coastal resilience.
READ MORE

Gender-inclusive Climate Action
Gender Day at COP25 is dedicated to raising
awareness on the importance of genderresponsive climate policy and action. Chile, hosting
this year's COP, is promoting the role of women as
part of a sustainable energy transition.
READ MORE

IKI COP25 Highlights
At COP25 IKI presented its current programme
calls, announced new partnerships, increased
financial support for existing projects and launched
new funds. Find out more on our updated COP25
landing page.
READ MORE
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